I.

Background

The Exemption (f) Working Group (Working Group) was created by Section 19 of
Chapter 121 of the Acts of 2016 (the Act) (Attached as Appendix A). The Working
Group was required to “review determinations of the supervisor of records and
judicial decisions regarding the application of said subsection (f) of said clause
twenty-sixth of said section 7 of said chapter 4 and issue findings regarding:
(i) the public interest in releasing records made and kept by police
departments, including arrest records;
(ii) privacy and confidentiality concerns related to releasing records made
and kept by police departments; and
(iii) the interaction of said subsection (f) of said clause twenty-sixth of said
section 7 of said chapter 4 and the criminal offender record information
system.”
As mandated by the enabling legislation, the Working Group included the following
members:
Rebecca S. Murray, Supervisor of Records-Designee of the Secretary of the
Commonwealth (Chair)
Shannon Sullivan, Designee of the Secretary of Public Safety and Security
Georgia K. Critsley, Esq., Intergovernmental Relations Senior Manager-Designee of
the Administrator of the Trial Court
Jessica Katon, Constituent Services Director-Designee of Sen. Richard J. Ross,
Designee of the Senate Minority Leader
Sen. Joan B. Lovely-Designee of the Senate President
Rep. David T. Vieira- Designee of the House Minority Leader
Robert C. Ross, Esq., General Counsel-Designee of the Secretary of Administration
and Finance
Jeffrey J. Pyle, Esq., partner at Prince Lobel-Designated by the American Civil
Liberties Union of Massachusetts, Inc.
Robert J. Ambrogi, Esq., Executive Director-Designated by the Massachusetts
Newspaper Publishers Association
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Andrew T. Dowd, President/Robert Cutler/Dorothy Powers-Designated by the
Massachusetts Town Clerks Association
Chief Thomas W. Fowler, Chief of Police for the Town of Salisbury-Designated by the
Chiefs of Police Association, Inc.
Randall E. Ravitz, Esq., Chief, Appeals Division-Designee of the Attorney General
Captain Michael J. Lyver, President-Designated by the State Police Commissioned
Officers Association of Mass., Inc.
Scott A. Hovsepian, President/Anthony Papandrea-Designated by the Massachusetts
Coalition of Police, Inc.
Designee of the Massachusetts Municipal Association, Inc.
Designee of the Speaker of the House
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II.

Deliberations of the Working Group

The Task Force held 7 meetings between May 1 and December 19, 2017.
Copies of the minutes of the meetings are included in Appendix B.
A. Discussion of specific topics referenced in the Act
(1) Whether recommendations should be made or legislation should be proposed
relating to “the public interest in releasing records made and kept by police
departments, including arrest records;”
The members discussed the public interest in releasing records relating to
arrests, older unsolved investigations and daily arrest logs. The discussion
included whether the Massachusetts Department of State Police (MSP) should be
subject to a statutory daily arrest log requirement.
(2) Whether recommendations should be made or legislation should be proposed
relating to “privacy and confidentiality concerns related to releasing records made
and kept by police departments;”
The members discussed the privacy and confidentiality concerns related to
releasing records made and kept by police departments, such as arrest records,
records of 911 calls, incident reports and internal affairs investigation records.
The discussion included concerns about the lack of transparency created by
recent exemptions to the daily arrest log and arrest report statutes with respect
to protecting the identities of individuals arrested on domestic violence related
charges, as well as the negative impact removal of these exemptions may have
on domestic violence victims.
(3) Whether recommendations should be made or legislation should be proposed
relating to “the interaction of said subsection (f) of said clause twenty-sixth of said
section 7 of said chapter 4 and the criminal offender record information system;”
The members discussed the interaction of Exemption (f) to the Public Records
Law and the Criminal Offender Records Information (CORI) System, specifically
the definition and applicability of CORI to records outside of the iCORI System.
The discussion included the meaning of the initiation of criminal proceedings
within the CORI definition, as well as issues raised by a recent Superior Court
decision which interpreted the CORI Law in the context of a request for public
records.
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III.

Recommendations

The Working Group recommends to the Legislature to further study:
Whether the Massachusetts Department of State Police (MSP) should be
subject to a statutory daily arrest log requirement and if so, how the MSP
should be required to fulfill the requirement;
Whether to remove or otherwise amend the exemptions from disclosure
relating to domestic violence from the language of G. L. c. 41, § 98F;
Whether to remove or otherwise amend the exemption from disclosure for
all reports of abuse perpetrated by family or household members contained
in G. L. c. 41, § 97D; and
The meaning of initiation of criminal proceedings within the definition of
criminal offender record information found in G. L. c. 6, § 167.
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Appendix A

Section 19 of Chapter 121 of the Acts of 2016
There shall be a working group to review and evaluate the application of subsection (f) of
clause twenty-sixth of section 7 of chapter 4 of the General Laws as it relates to law
enforcement. The working group shall review determinations of the supervisor of records
and judicial decisions regarding the application of said subsection (f) of said clause twentysixth of said section 7 of said chapter 4 and issue findings regarding:
(i) the public interest in releasing records made and kept by police departments,
including arrest records;
(ii) privacy and confidentiality concerns related to releasing records made and kept by
police departments; and
(iii) the interaction of said subsection (f) of said clause twenty-sixth of said section 7 of
said chapter 4 and the criminal offender record information system.
The working group shall consist of: the secretary of the commonwealth who shall serve as
chair; the secretary of public safety and security, or a designee; the court administrator of
the trial court, or a designee; 2 members of the senate, 1 of whom shall be the minority
leader, or a designee; 2 members of the house of representatives, 1 of whom shall be the
minority leader, or a designee; 1 of whom shall be the secretary of administration and
finance, or a designee; a representative of the American Civil Liberties Union of
Massachusetts, Inc.; a representative of the Massachusetts Newspaper Publishers
Association; a representative of the Massachusetts Town Clerks Association; a
representative of the Massachusetts Chiefs of Police Association, Incorporated.; the
attorney general or a designee; a representative of the State Police Commissioned Officers
Association of Mass., Inc.; a representative of the Massachusetts Coalition of Police, Inc.;
and a representative of the Massachusetts Municipal Association, Inc.
The working group shall file a report of its findings and recommendations, along with any
drafts of legislation necessary to carry those recommendations into effect, with the clerks
of the senate and house of representatives not later than December 30, 2017.
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Appendix B

Exemption (f) Working Group
Minutes for May 1, 2017 Meeting
One Ashburton Place, 17th Floor Conference Room
Boston, MA
I.

Attendees
The meeting began at 11:03 a.m. at One Ashburton Place, 17th Floor, Boston,
MA.
The following members/designees were present:
Rebecca S. Murray, Esq., Supervisor of Records - Designee of the Secretary of
the Commonwealth (Chair)
Georgia K. Critsley, Esq., Intergovernmental Relations Senior Manager Designee of the Administrator of the Trial Court
Jessica Katon, Constituent Services Director - Designee of Sen. Richard J. Ross,
Designee of the Senate Minority Leader
Sen. Joan B. Lovely - Designee of the Senate President
Robert C. Ross, Esq., General Counsel - Designee of the Secretary of
Administration and Finance
Jeffrey J. Pyle, Esq., partner at Prince Lobel - Designee of the American Civil
Liberties Union of Massachusetts, Inc.
Robert J. Ambrogi, Esq., Executive Director – Designee of the Massachusetts
Newspaper Publishers Association
Andrew T. Dowd, President – Designee of the Massachusetts Town Clerks
Association
Chief Thomas W. Fowler, Chief of Police for the Town of Salisbury – Designee
of the Chiefs of Police Association, Inc.
Randall E. Ravitz, Esq., Chief, Appeals Division - Designee of the Attorney
General
Captain Michael J. Lyver, President – Designee of the State Police
Commissioned Officers Association of Mass., Inc.
Anthony Papandrea – Designee of the Massachusetts Coalition of Police, Inc.
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Also present:
Stephen Shorey, Esq. – Public Records Division, Office of the Secretary of the
Commonwealth
Lorraine Tarrow, Esq. – Office of the Attorney General
Johanna Wakelin – Office of Sen. Joan B. Lovely
John Hawkinson – Cambridge Day
Amanda Borgman – Office of Sen. Richard Ross
Absent:
Daniel Bennett, Secretary of Public Safety and Security
Rep. David T. Vieira - Designee of the House Minority Leader
Designee of the Massachusetts Municipal Association, Inc.
Designee of the Speaker of the House
II.

Introductory comments
Rebecca Murray summarized Chapter 121 of the Acts of 2016 (“the Act”),
which required the formation of the Working Group. Those present then
introduced themselves.
Rebecca Murray discussed the agenda for the meeting, specifically the
public’s interest in releasing records made and kept by police departments,
including arrest records. She discussed the purpose of the Working Group,
including the requirement to review and evaluate the application of
Exemption (f) of the Public Records Law and file a report with findings and
draft legislation to the Legislature. She stated the deadline for filing this
report is December 30, 2017.
She explained that the government records are presumed to be public. She
also provided an overview of Exemption (f), the investigatory exemption, of
the Public Records Law, as well as relevant case law.

III.

Issues discussed
The group focused on two topics at this meeting: the public status of arrest
records and records pertaining to older unsolved investigations.
1. Arrest records
Rebecca Murray introduced the topic of arrest logs as described in G. L. c. 41,
§ 98F and discussed which entities are required to keep the logs, what must
be in it, whether fees can be charged, and what type of information is made
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public in the log. She raised for discussion the issue of whether the
Massachusetts State Police (MSP) should be required to maintain an arrest
log in the manner described in G. L. c. 41, § 98F.
Jeffrey Pyle said he believes G. L. c. 41, § 98F should apply to MSP. He noted
that although MSP currently voluntarily maintains an arrest log, the lack of a
requirement to do so could raise transparency issues, for example, MSP may
not disclose information in certain circumstances. He also noted that there is
a public interest in disclosure of this information.
Robert Ambrogi said he agrees with Attorney Pyle and believes the
requirement should be in the statute so it is not subject to interpretation.
Captain Michael J. Lyver said MSP currently does release these records.
Rebecca Murray asked Captain Michael J. Lyver whether there are downsides
to requiring MSP, by statute, to keep an arrest log.
Captain Michael J. Lyver said, in the interest of transparency, there were no
real downsides.
By voice vote, 11 members voted to consider recommending that MSP be
added as an entity required to maintain an arrest log by statute.
Robert C. Ross voted nay, and noted that the nay vote was not related to the
substance or merits of the matter voted on. Instead, he said this vote may be
premature because not all members may be familiar with the issues
presented.
Rebecca Murray asked if a preliminary vote was appropriate.
Robert C. Ross said a preliminary vote was fine, but there will be more
discussion when the proposed report is circulated.
Captain Michael J. Lyver asked whether it was known why MSP was not
originally included as an entity in G. L. c. 41, § 98F.
Jeffrey Pyle said he assumes the statute was part of a local legislation
package.
Chief Thomas W. Fowler suggested looking at this issue more globally, not in
a piece meal approach.
Robert Ambrogi raised the issue of the status of special state police officers
with respect to arrest logs.
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Rebecca Murray said that their logs are public, but other records are not.
Chief Thomas W. Fowler noted that the applicability of the Clery Act.
Rebecca Murray raised the issue of fees related to the disclosure of arrest log
information.
Chief Thomas W. Fowler said the daily log is not a large burden to local police
departments, in large part because the dispatchers can compile this
information. He also noted that larger requests, for example for multiple
years, are burdensome.
Captain Michael J. Lyver also indicated that requests for many years are
burdensome.
Rebecca Murray raised the issue of what types of information should be
confidential and/or withheld within arrest logs.
Jeffrey Pyle said 2014 legislation created new categories of information
regarding sexual assault exempt from disclosure. He indicated that some say
these exemptions shield the perpetrator from disclosure or reporting. He
discussed issues involving social media and public disclosure, as well as the
policy behind its purpose of protecting the victim. He also noted that related
information eventually is revealed in court. He asserted that other states do
not have these exemptions and by withholding information, the public does
not know how police are handling these matters, nor how many they have.
He suggested learning more about it and perhaps taking a second look at the
merits of these exempt categories.
Anthony Papandrea agreed that the perpetrator should not be shielded.
Georgia K. Critsley, Esq. suggested reaching out to the victims’ community to
get its opinion on the matter.
Robert C. Ross also suggested reaching out to the victims’ community and
looking into the legislative history of these provisions.
Sen. Joan B. Lovely said the legislative history is likely in the clerk’s office.
Robert Ambrogi said he has many news clippings about the legislation and
that it grew out of the Remy case.
Jeffrey Pyle said the exemption within the log was a small provision within a
domestic violence bill.
Rebecca Murray asked whether there were any issues with other exemptions
within G. L. c. 41, § 98F.
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Jeffrey Pyle discussed the intersection between arrest records and the
Criminal Offender Record Information (CORI) Act. He mentioned the
Department of Criminal Justice Information Services (DCJIS) regulations and
discussed interpretations of when CORI protections begin.
Rebecca Murray said she previously reached out to DCJIS and they would be
agreeable to discussing CORI in another meeting of the group.
Robert Ambrogi noted the related issue of mug shots.
Chief Thomas W. Fowler said informant name disclosure can hurt
investigations and discussed cooperative information protection.
2.

Older unsolved investigations
Rebecca Murray introduced the topic of older unsolved investigations and, in
particular, discussed a public records appeal (SPR17/214) in which records
were requested pertaining to an unsolved murder investigation from 1951.
She also provided an overview of relevant case law and factors courts have
used when deciding whether an investigation remains ongoing and
prejudicial to effective law enforcement. She also provided examples of laws
in other states involving this issue. She raised questions for discussion,
including determining when an investigation is no longer active, how to
determine whether release of records would prejudice the possibility of
effective law enforcement, should certain categories of records be disclosed,
should victims have greater rights of access, and should there be set time
periods after which disclosure is required.
Anthony Papandrea said that with serious issues, such as a homicide, a
suspect could request the records, and disclosure would harm the
investigation.
Jeffery Pyle said that increased exposure could lead to arrests.
Anthony Papandrea said that having one author or reporter disseminating
information can be helpful, but a suspect requesting the records would not
be helpful. He also said victims should be given greater rights of access.
Captain Michael J. Lyver expressed concerns about making changes to how
these investigation records are handled.
Chief Thomas W. Fowler said the release of too much information could
hinder the investigation.
Sen. Joan B. Lovely asked whether a 1951 case can actively be pursued and at
what point would it reach a dead end.
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Chief Thomas W. Fowler said it depends on obtaining new information and
noted that a case can be reactivated in light of the new information.
Captain Michael J. Lyver said that new DNA testing can bring new leads.
Rebecca Murray referred to Roman Catholic Bishop v. Travelers Cas. & Sur.
Co., 23 Mass. L. Rep. 524 (2008) and the possibility that release of
information could encourage others to come forward.
Robert Ambrogi said he thinks the group should come back to this issue after
members have read the applicable cases. He also noted that a closer look at
the statute is appropriate to determine whether there is a need to better
define or clarify the statute.
The topic of older unsolved investigations did not come to a vote.
3.

Other topics
Rebecca Murray asked if there were any other issues or any suggested topics
for the next meeting.
Chief Thomas W. Fowler said the issue of body cameras is a large topic,
Captain Michael J. Lyver agreed.

IV.

Closing comments
Rebecca Murray asked each member to email her with their availability for
the next meeting in June. The meeting adjourned at 11:58 a.m.

V.

Documents and Exhibits used at the meeting
Powerpoint presentation
Chapter 121 of the Acts of 2016
G.L. c. 41, §98F
Florida statute - Section 119.07(1)(d), Section 119.011(3)(d)2.
Iowa statute - Code 22.7(5)
California statute - Code 6254(f)
Kansas Senate Bill 200 (2017 Session)
Reinstein v. Police Commissioner of Boston, 378 Mass. 281, 289-290 (1979)
Roman Catholic Bishop v. Travelers Cas. & Sur. Co., 23 Mass. L. Rep. 524
(2008)
Rafuse v. Stryker, 61 Mass. App. Ct. 595 (2004)
Bougas v. Chief of Police of Lexington, 371 Mass. 59, 62 (1976)
SPR15/431 Determination of the Supervisor of Records (July 20, 2015)
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SPR17/090 Determinations of the Supervisor of Records (February 23, 2017,
April 18, 2017)
SPR17/214 Determination of the Supervisor of Records (March 7, 2017)
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Exemption (f) Working Group
Minutes for June 20, 2017 Meeting
One Ashburton Place, 17th Floor Conference Room
Boston, MA
I.

Attendees
The Chair observed a quorum and began the meeting at 11:00 a.m. at One
Ashburton Place, 17th Floor, Boston, MA.
The following members/designees were present:
Rebecca S. Murray, Esq., Supervisor of Records - Designee of the Secretary of
the Commonwealth (Chair)
Shannon Sullivan, Esq. – Designee of Secretary of Public Safety and Security
Georgia K. Critsley, Esq., Intergovernmental Relations Senior Manager Designee of the Administrator of the Trial Court
Jessica Katon, Constituent Services Director - Designee of Sen. Richard J. Ross,
Designee of the Senate Minority Leader
Johannah Wakelin - designee of Sen. Joan B. Lovely - Designee of the Senate
President
Robert C. Ross, Esq., General Counsel - Designee of the Secretary of
Administration and Finance
Jeffrey J. Pyle, Esq., partner at Prince Lobel - Designee of the American Civil
Liberties Union of Massachusetts, Inc.
Robert J. Ambrogi, Esq., Executive Director – Designee of the Massachusetts
Newspaper Publishers Association
Rep. David T. Vieira - Designee of the House Minority Leader
Randall E. Ravitz, Esq., Chief, Appeals Division - Designee of the Attorney
General
Captain Michael J. Lyver, President – Designee of the State Police
Commissioned Officers Association of Mass., Inc.
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Also present:
Katherine Schulte, Esq. – Casa Myrna
Stephen Shorey, Esq. – Public Records Division, Office of the Secretary of the
Commonwealth
John Hawkinson – Cambridge Day
Michael Halpin, Esq. Chief Legal Counsel – Massachusetts State Police
Absent:
Andrew T. Dowd, President – Designee of the Massachusetts Town Clerks
Association
Chief Thomas W. Fowler, Chief of Police for the Town of Salisbury – Designee
of the Chiefs of Police Association, Inc.
Anthony Papandrea – Designee of the Massachusetts Coalition of Police, Inc.
Designee of the Massachusetts Municipal Association, Inc.
Designee of the Speaker of the House
II.

Introductory comments
Rebecca Murray generally discussed the agenda for today’s meeting, including a
brief summary of Exemption (f).

III.

Approval of minutes of 5/1/17 meeting
Rebecca Murray motioned to approve the minutes and Jeffrey Pyle seconded the
motion.
By voice vote, the minutes were approved. Two members, David T. Vieira and
Shannon Sullivan, Esq. abstained. Robert C. Ross, Esq. and Georgia K. Critsley,
Esq. were not yet present for the vote.

IV.

Introduction of invited guest:
Rebecca Murray introduced Katherine Schulte, Esq., Casa Myrna.

V.

Privacy and confidentiality concerns related to releasing records made and kept
by police departments
1.

Recap of G. L. c. 41, s. 98F
Rebecca Murray gave a brief overview of this statute and asked if anyone
had any additional thoughts.
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Katherine Schulte explained her organization represents people this statute
impacts and she generally feels that anything that encourages reporting is a
good thing. She thinks the privacy protections currently in the law
encourage reporting and that there can be wide-ranging responses by
victims after reporting, as some are actively involved, others are not as
involved. She noted that privacy protections have been helpful in
encouraging reporting, especially at the first stage, prior to court
proceedings.
Robert Ambrogi indicated that 3 years ago when the law changed to protect
identities, studies and evidence were sought regarding if there had been a
problem with victims contacting police. He explained he has not seen any,
but asked Attorney Schulte if she has.
Katherine Schulte explained that she is cautious of studies due to underreporting, but anecdotally she has heard stories from survivors about
threats, particularly with vulnerable individuals, such as undocumented
individuals.
Jeffrey Pyle indicated that removing victims from the log does not protect
them from 209A proceedings, and the Sharpe case found these are open
records and there is a strong public interest in public access to this
information. He noted that if an individual is arrested, it is a public record.
He asked Attorney Schulte whether she has seen the police log question
come up and if there is a risk of being revealed in log.
Katherine Schulte indicated she had not, and explained she believes that
generally it is good for survivors to have as much information as possible.
Jeffrey Pyle indicated the law should change the culture of domestic
violence and asked whether Attorney Schulte is concerned that keeping
alleged perpetrator’s names confidential keeps it underground.
Katherine Schulte explained that her organization focuses more on
victims/survivors and wants to keep options open to them. Her
organization feels that its best to leave it up to the survivor to have options,
but thinks it is a valid point about shielding perpetrators.
Jeffrey Pyle noted that in Waltham there was a drop by about 30% of arrest
log information after the law passed, indicating that 30% of cases were
domestic-violence related. He raised the issue of whether there is a problem
with the public not knowing how many domestic violence cases occurred.
Robert Ambrogi asked whether revealing the alleged perpetrator could help
the victim by alerting the public.
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Katherine Schulte noted that is a valid point, but there is often other
publically known information that can be used.
Robert Ambrogi asked whether there are any downsides of the amendment
from 3 years ago.
Katherine Schulte noted that it is hard to measure, but victims and
attorneys sometimes have difficulty accessing police reports.
David Vieira asked whether it would it be of value to remove the name, but
keep the general incident description in the log.
Robert Ambrogi indicated that other states have similar provision as this, as
revealed in a survey of other states.
Michael Lyver stated that as investigator, it is helpful to be able to tell
victims their identities will be confidential when trying to get them to
cooperate.
Robert Ambrogi noted there is often a community interest in knowing who
is an alleged perpetrator.
Jeffrey Pyle indicated that if the matter does not get past a clerk
magistrate’s hearing, the public would not know if someone was
investigated. Therefore, court records are not always open on this issue. He
also noted that the limited resources of media make it difficult to go to
every arraignment. As a result, it is possible that a frequent perpetrator may
never be in a log and not known to the public, and this could be an issue
later on for future potential victims, for example on social media.
Michael Halpin indicated that exemptions to the log in G.L. c. 41, § 98F are
different from arrest reports. He noted that arrest reports can be exempt
under other exemptions, so if the log is amended, then it would be
necessary to look at other exemptions as well.
Jeffrey Pyle stated that amending 98F would go a long way and media
would benefit. He noted that other statutes would not necessarily need to
be amended.
Michael Halpin indicated that police reports the State Police have often fall
under CORI and other exemptions, so this should be looked at more globally
by looking at other exemptions and statutes to amend.
2.

Victim and witness information
a) 911 call recordings
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Rebecca Murray introduced the topic of victim and witness information,
particularly within the context of 911 calls. She referenced previous
decisions by the Supervisor of Records as well legislative provisions from
other states.
Robert Ambrogi indicated that generally he thinks these records should be
public. He noted that a transcript does not always give the full picture, but
the audio does. He referenced the Trayvon Martin case, and other cases that
reveal issues regarding 911 operators.
Jeffrey Pyle indicated he thinks Exemptions (c) and (f) are probably sufficient
to allow police departments to redact and produce remainder of the call. He
noted he is not sure there is a legislative solution to this.
Robert Ambrogi indicated there was a bill in 2015 related to 911 calls.
Michael Halpin indicated that jurisdictions vary on this issue and that a
legislative choice should be made. He said it would be beneficial to have more
concrete guidance from the legislature, and in light of the volume of calls the
State Police receives, it would be easier to have records be either
categorically exempt or not.
Robert Ross stated that under existing law, it’s a case-by-case analysis based
on content and that if legislation replaces it with another case-by-case, it
would not be helpful. He noted that he does not know how it is possible to
avoid a case-by-case analysis, other than to have specific requests from
interested parties.
Michael Halpin asserted that from an administrative standpoint, it would be
easier to know whether the record is public or not.
Rebecca Murray indicated that the New York statute referenced above may
be a good example of this.
John Hawkinson asked why were certain states were chosen for examples.
He also noted that he thinks Florida has totally open access to these records.
Rebecca Murray indicated that the states chosen were meant to represent
varying degrees of public access, including those with unique rights of access,
those that are totally closed, etc…
(b) Incident reports
Rebecca Murray introduced the topic of incident reports and stated that
generally a records custodian must show prejudice to effective law
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enforcement for Exemption (f) to apply. However, for witnesses, prejudice
does not necessarily need to be shown, so this information can be withheld
even if the investigation is closed. She referred to certain decisions by the
Supervisor of Records as well as statutes from other states. She asked
whether there is a benefit to having a unique right to access these records,
and if yes, how is that accomplished.
Jeffrey Pyle stated he has an issue with categorically saying witness identities
may be withheld and references Reinstein v. Police Comm’r of Boston, 378
Mass. 281, 290 n.18 (1979) in support. He explained that he thinks there
needs to be a prejudice to the possibility of effective law enforcement for
Exemption (f) to apply.
With respect to granting a unique right of access to certain records, Mr. Pyle
indicated that a general principle of the Public Records Law is that a record is
either public or not and special access should not be given to certain people.
He noted that this would almost make the records proprietary and is
generally not in favor of greater right of access to records.
Georgia Critsley indicated that a unique right of access already exists through
803 CMR 9.06, which gives an individual victim a right to CORI regarding a
defendant.
Rebecca Murray noted this only applies to criminal matters.
Robert Ross indicated that a lot of cases are not criminal and there can be
questions about who victims are.
(c) Internal affairs investigations
Rebecca Murray introduced the topic of internal affairs investigations, and
particularly the issue of the redaction of voluntary witnesses identities. She
referenced Worcester Telegram & Gazette Corp. v. Chief of Police of
Worcester, 58 Mass. App. Ct. 1, 7-8 (2003) and noted that these records are
often requested by the subject of the investigation.
Michael Halpin indicated that the stage of the investigation should be a factor
in determining access to these records.
Rebecca Murray suggested to assume the discussion involves investigations
that have concluded.
Michael Halpin noted that the State Police identifies the officers involved, but
protects the witness statement and victim identities. He stated that the
subject of the investigation obtains records, if charged, through collective
bargaining and not the Public Records Law.
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Robert Ross indicated that sometimes there are questions about who the
victim is, for example, the public at large could be the victim of a corruption
case.
No other topics were discussed in this part of the meeting.
VI.

Closing comments: Scheduling of next meeting
Rebecca Murray stated she reached out to the Department of Criminal Justice
Information Services (DCJIS) to coordinate having a guest attend the next
meeting of the group which pertains to Criminal Offender Record Information
(CORI). She proposed discussing arrest photos at this meeting and asked if there
were any other suggestions.
Jeffrey Pyle suggested discussing the status of the names of persons who are
arrested, police reports generally, and the logic behind the regulation that
defines when criminal proceedings start. He also noted it would be good to have
a rule on police reports.
Robert Ambrogi stated that often Exemption (f) applies to records, then CORI
applies, which he said is not in the spirit of the Public Records Law. He indicated
it would be good if this body offered clarity in its recommendation due to
varying application throughout the state.
Rebecca Murray suggested having one more meeting to discuss CORI, then
another meeting to vote on recommendations. She also said she will inquire with
the group about September dates.
Meeting adjourned at 12:02 PM.

VII. Documents and Exhibits used at the meeting
PowerPoint presentation
Minutes from May 1, 2017 meeting
G.L. c. 41, § 98F
New York Consolidated Laws, County Law - CNT § 308(4)
Alabama Code § 11-98-12
Minnesota Statutes, section 13.82, subd. 4
California Code 6254(f)
Reinstein v. Police Comm’r of Boston, 378 Mass. 281, 289-290 (1979)
Worcester Telegram & Gazette Corp. v. Chief of Police of Worcester, 58 Mass.
App. Ct. 1, 2 (2003).
SPR05/222 Determination of the Supervisor of Records (December 28, 2005)
SPR15/354 Determination of the Supervisor of Records (July 15, 2017)
SPR16/576 Determinations of the Supervisor of Records (August 18, 2017)
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SPR16/1228 Determinations of the Supervisor of Records (December 30, 2017)
SPR17/719 Determination of the Supervisor of Records (June 6, 2017)
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Exemption (f) Working Group
Minutes for September 28, 2017 Meeting
One Ashburton Place, 17th Floor Conference Room
Boston, MA
I.

Attendees
The Chair observed a quorum and began the meeting at 11:02 a.m. at One
Ashburton Place, 17th Floor, Boston, MA.
The following members/designees were present:
Rebecca S. Murray, Esq., Supervisor of Records - Designee of the Secretary of
the Commonwealth (Chair)
Shannon Sullivan, Esq. – Designee of Secretary of Public Safety and Security
Georgia K. Critsley, Esq., Intergovernmental Relations Senior Manager Designee of the Administrator of the Trial Court
Jessica Katon, Constituent Services Director - Designee of Sen. Richard J. Ross,
Designee of the Senate Minority Leader
Johannah Wakelin - designee of Sen. Joan B. Lovely - Designee of the Senate
President
Jeffrey J. Pyle, Esq., partner at Prince Lobel - Designee of the American Civil
Liberties Union of Massachusetts, Inc.
Robert J. Ambrogi, Esq., Executive Director – Designee of the Massachusetts
Newspaper Publishers Association
Randall E. Ravitz, Esq., Chief, Appeals Division - Designee of the Attorney
General
Chief Thomas W. Fowler, Chief of Police for the Town of Salisbury – Designee
of the Chiefs of Police Association, Inc.
Sergeant Anthony Papandrea – Designee of the Massachusetts Coalition of
Police, Inc.
Also present:
Agapi Koulouris, Esq. – Department of Criminal Justice Information Services
(DCJIS)
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Michelle Bouchard – Public Records Division, Office of the Secretary of the
Commonwealth
Stephen Shorey, Esq. – Public Records Division, Office of the Secretary of the
Commonwealth
John Hawkinson – Cambridge Day
Michael Halpin, Esq. Chief Legal Counsel – Massachusetts State Police (MSP)
Lorraine Tarrow, Esq. – Attorney General’s Office (AGO)
Liz Dwyer – law student
Lisa Kavanaugh, Esq. – Committee for Public Counsel Services (CPCS)
Daniel Joseph – office of Senator Richard Ross
Absent:
Robert C. Ross, Esq., General Counsel - Designee of the Secretary of
Administration and Finance
Captain Michael J. Lyver, President – Designee of the State Police
Commissioned Officers Association of Mass., Inc.
Rep. David T. Vieira - Designee of the House Minority Leader
Bob Cutler, Town Clerk of Foxborough – Designee of the Massachusetts Town
Clerks Association
Designee of the Massachusetts Municipal Association, Inc.
Designee of the Speaker of the House
II.

Introductory comments
Rebecca Murray generally discussed the agenda for today’s meeting, particularly
the topic of criminal offender record information (CORI).

III.

Approval of minutes of 6/20/17 meeting
Robert Ambrogi motioned to approve the minutes and Jessica Katon seconded
the motion.
By voice vote, the minutes were approved.

IV.

Introduction of invited guest:
Rebecca Murray introduced Agapi Koulouris, Esq. – Department of Criminal
Justice Information Services (DCJIS).
Agapi Koulouris introduced herself and described what her agency does,
particularly with respect to issuing regulations pertaining to CORI and the
administration of the CORI law.
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V.

Discussion items: The interaction of subsection (f) of clause twenty-sixth of
section 7of chapter 4 of the general laws and the criminal offender record
information system
Rebecca Murray noted the presumption that government records are public. She
described how the CORI law applies through Exemption (a) of the Public
Records Law and discussed the definition of CORI. She also discussed how CORI
decisions were made in the past, raised the issue of what the initiation of
criminal proceedings means, and introduced discussion topics including daily
logs, arrest photographs, and police reports.
Thomas Fowler noted that District Attorneys provide guidance to local police
departments regarding CORI and public records. He indicated that he releases
booking photos.
Robert Ambrogi asked if the Essex District Attorney advises departments not to
release photos.
Thomas Fowler said the Essex District Attorney does not prohibit it, but it is a
policy recommendation.
Jeffrey Pyle indicated that current DCJIS regulations reference taking steps to
bring a suspect to court. He then asked whether arrest records and photos are
considered CORI under DCJIS regulations.
Agapi Koulouris noted that booking photos and arrest reports can be CORI. She
explained this was decided based on several factors including experience and
case law.
Jeffrey Pyle referenced the concept of the initiation of criminal proceedings and
raised the issue of what happens if someone is wrongly arrested, there is no
court proceeding. He asked how DCJIS would reconcile this with Exemption (a).
Agapi Koulouris indicated that the definition of CORI was intentionally made
broad to allow criminal justice agencies to determine if it applies.
Jeffrey Pyle referenced a provision of the regulations that gives record holders
discretion to release CORI. He noted his belief that a problem could arise if when
an ordinary person gets arrested, his or her CORI is released, but if a police
officer gets arrested for drunk driving, the police department could not release
this information. He mentioned articles from The Boston Globe in 2015. He also
asked why the regulations should allow this discretion and whether this
discrepancy was intended.
Agapi Koulouris indicated it was not intended to allow for the example
referenced above. But she noted that discretion is important to prosecutions,
and allows a case by case determination.
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Anthony Papandrea noted that one rationale for keeping booking photos
confidential is because it can obstruct prosecution.
Jeffrey Pyle introduced Lisa Kavanaugh, of CPCS, who had a case where obtaining
booking photos helped her client.
Michael Halpin indicated that discretion is for law enforcement purposes. He
noted that the State Police (MSP) do not provide photos unless it is for law
enforcement purposes, such as finding a suspect.
Jeffrey Pyle stated this group should determine what the rule should be. He also
asked whether it is the case that no arrest record can be released because of
CORI.
Michael Halpin said his interpretation is yes, and that it can only be released
through the court process.
Jeffrey Pyle noted this poses a problem for the public and criminal defendants.
Michael Halpin indicated that the log is meant for the public, not the arrest
record. He noted that the log gives information about what arrests were for and
that this is MSP’s good faith interpretation of the statute.
Lisa Kavanaugh asserted that for the cases that resulted in exoneration, a key
piece of information was evidence of a third party suspect not previously
investigated. It was important to determine the features of this person, such as
the height, weight, etc… Specifically, Ms. Kavanaugh referenced a 38 year old
case that she did not believe was ongoing. The requests for these records were
initially denied under CORI, but she was able to eventually obtain some records.
Michael Halpin stated that people often use the Public Records Law to attempt to
obtain records, but certain individuals may have greater rights elsewhere, such
as through a subpoena.
Lisa Kavanaugh noted that her work is often done prior to filing a case and she
often is not counsel of record yet when she requests records. This is why she
uses the Public Records Law in these situations, because there are no subpoena
or discovery rights without a pending motion.
Rebecca Murray stated she is curious about how individuals get access to their
own CORI.
Michael Halpin noted that this is a legislative question and indicated that if the
Legislature thinks certain people should get these records, he is fine with it.
Rebecca Murray noted that this raises the issue of what the group wants to
recommend to the Legislature.
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Robert Ambrogi noted that this discussion shows there is ambiguity about this
topic and that a brighter line is needed.
Jeffrey Pyle discussed a matter pertaining to records of marijuana-related
arrests from the time between the passage of the ballot question and midDecember 2016. MSP denied access under the CORI Law, and the requester said
he was fine with redactions. MSP continued to deny access under the CORI Law,
arguing that the requester could determine identities through the public arrest
logs.
Attorney Pyle thinks there is a public interest in seeing these records. He posed a
question to the group, specifically should the law continue to make arrest
records confidential at discretion of law enforcement? He thinks no, and he is
not aware of other jurisdictions that do this.
Agapi Koulouris indicated that the 2012 CORI reform meant to expand
opportunities and limit information provided to employers. She noted that the
Legislature did not address arrest records, but it is probably an area they want
to look at further.
She also stated that with respect to the regulations, who the custodian is and the
timing of the request are important factors because there are different levels of
access for various groups and individuals. She indicated that subjects have a
right to access their own under G.L. c. 6, § 175 and that information is only
available thru DCJIS.
Rebecca Murray referenced a case from the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals
involving the public status of mug shots that Georgia Critsley initially introduced.
Georgia Critsley indicated this is a federal case, but the opinion describes
different states’ approaches regarding the issue of mug shots.
Jeffrey Pyle stated that an issue with a “necessary implication” argument
regarding the above-referenced marijuana records is that there are many ways
to research information, and just because information is available elsewhere
should not mean a record should be withheld entirely. He asked Randall Ravitz
about whether the Office of the Attorney General (AGO) has an opinion about
this matter.
Randall Ravitz referred to Lorraine Tarrow, who stated that the AGO does not
have an opinion at this time. She noted there is ongoing litigation regarding CORI
and several district attorneys. She said the AGO is currently prosecuting this
case, DAOs are representing themselves, and that the court should provide
guidance regarding this matter.
Jeffrey Pyle asked whether the AGO has thoughts on what law ought to be.
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Lorraine Tarrow indicated the office has not discussed this yet, but it will be
discussed going forward. It will look at this panel, case law, DCJIS, but it is not
currently opining on it.
Randall Ravitz raised certain questions about the definition of CORI, in particular
how there appears to be a circular definition when the CORI regulations and
Exemption (a) are read together.
Agapi Koulouris stated the regulations were meant to show that CORI is
confidential, with some exceptions. She noted that for example, redacting
identifying information could comply with the CORI Law and the Public Records
Law; however, if an individual is identified in the request, redaction would not
be effective.
Michael Halpin stated he does not agree that this information could be redacted
because individuals would be identified by comparing the record to other
available public records, like an arrest log. He noted this is his interpretation of
the current law.
Jeffrey Pyle asked if this group recommends arrest records be public, with some
exceptions, whether the MSP would object to this.
Michael Halpin said he is not charged with making that decision, but if there
were exceptions to address MSP concerns, MSP could agree to it.
Jeffrey Pyle referenced Exemption (f) in this context and Michael Halpin
indicated that not everyone agrees on the scope of this exemption.
Anthony Papandrea asserted that CORI protections are important and that a
person could be found not guilty ultimately.
Michael Halpin said that MSP has interpreted the log statute to mean that if an
individual is not arrested, the name does not appear on the log.
Jeffrey Pyle asserted that when someone is brought to court, it is in open court
anyway. He noted that the public has an interest in knowing what the police did
and are in a watchdog role.
Robert Ambrogi noted that identities are known in the community through the
media’s publication of the log.
Anthony Papandrea asked if this information available, why is it an issue. Jeffrey
Pyle stated that because details in arrest report are important. Mr. Papandrea
noted his belief that the way the system is currently set up is appropriate.
Jeffrey Pyle said the initiation of criminal proceeding is important and he
discussed the evolution of Supervisor of Records’ decisions, including the
interaction with DCJIS. He thinks that clarifying the regulations could go a long
way to helping provide more access.
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Lorraine Tarrow addressed the circular definition issue and suggested the group
could look at the definition of public records in G.L. c. 4 which now defines what
is not a public record. She said it could help if the CORI regulation had a
provision regarding falling within an exemption to Public Records Law.
Randall Ravitz referred to the section of the CORI statute and regulations
regarding a “published record of a proceeding” and asked what this means. He
said it is now unclear what “published” means, for example does it mean
published by the government, by media, etc…
Jeffrey Pyle said he does not understand why this, and similar, provisions are
necessary because of the First Amendment right to open court records.
Randall Ravitz asked what the status is of a record that is not held by court, such
as a printed a docket number. Michael Halpin noted there is a difference
between being filed in court versus administrative court records. Agapi
Koulouris also referenced G.L. c. 6, § 172 in this discussion.
Rebecca Murray raised several issues for discussion, including whether CORI
applies to records outside of the iCORI system and whether there is a unique
right of access that would allow individuals to get these types of records.
Georgia Critsley indicated that CORI reform is meant to help people get a better
foothold. She noted that the Sixth Circuit case referenced earlier discusses the
advent of social media and how that has changed things. She said it is important
to take into account the reasons why CORI was reformed.
Michael Halpin noted his belief that changing the regulations would not change
anything because the plain language of the statute is stronger and it says arrest
records are CORI. He clarified he is referring to G.L. c. 6, § 167.
Robert Ambrogi stated it is useful to remember why the group is here,
particularly in light of the Legislature’s changing of the Public Records Law. He
said the group needs to make recommendations to the Legislature. For example,
suggestions could be made about changing the statute for clarity. Michael Halpin
agreed.
VI.

Closing comments:
1. Process for drafting Report
Rebecca Murray provided a summary of the topics the group has discussed at its
meetings so far. She asked what the group thinks is the best way to provide
recommendations to the Legislature. She provided examples of approaches, such
as voting on topics to include in the report, having the chair draft an initial
version of the report and propose it to the group, or having sub-groups draft
versions, then go back to the group.
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John Hawkinson suggested that the group could look at problematic questions or
fact patterns and decide how to deal with them moving forward.
Randall Ravitz said he thinks it helps to see a proposed draft. He proposed to
have subgroups that draft recommendations.
Jeffrey Pyle indicated it would be good to get consensus from the group on what
would be part of recommendation, such as MSP being required to keep a daily
log. He asked the group what topics could be included.
Rebecca Murray referenced G.L. c. 41, § 98F, the exemptions therein, and its
applicability to MSP. She also mentioned discussing CORI and what the initiation
of criminal proceedings means. She said she would be happy to participate in a
subgroup.
Robert Ambrogi indicated it could be hard for subcommittees to know what
should be included. He proposed the idea of having a meeting to discuss options
for the group to vote on.
Jeffrey Pyle agreed and suggested to have a meeting to be able to vote on topics.
He mentioned making MSP subject to the log statute, the domestic violencerelated exemptions, and the initiation of criminal proceedings.
Robert Ambrogi mentioned 911 calls as a possible topic.
Rebecca Murray discussed potentially having a meeting to narrow down topics
and assign subgroups, one to look at a draft, then another to vote to approve
recommendations.
Jeffrey Pyle raised the issue of whether the group can recommend changes to
DCJIS regulations or just statutes.
Rebecca Murray indicated that she thinks the group can make recommendations
and that the Legislature can handle the recommendations how it deems
appropriate.
2. Scheduling of next meeting
Rebecca Murray proposed some dates for the next meeting and will inquire with
the group about setting up the next meeting.
Meeting adjourned at 12:14 PM
VII. Documents and Exhibits used at the meeting
PowerPoint presentation
Minutes from June 20, 2017 meeting
G.L. c. 6, § 167
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803 C.M.R. 2.00
Detroit Free Press, Inc. v. United States DOJ, 829 F.3d 478 (6th Cir. 2016)
Globe Newspaper Co. v. Dist. Attorney for the Middle Dist., 439 Mass. 374, 384
(2003)
SPR17/842 Determination of the Supervisor of Records (July 6, 2017)
SPR10/152 Determination of the Supervisor of Records (August 27, 2010)
SPR14/679 Determinations of the Supervisor of Records (February 19, 2015)
SPR17/901 Determinations of the Supervisor of Records (July 18, 2017)
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Exemption (f) Working Group
Minutes for October 20, 2017 Meeting
One Ashburton Place, 17th Floor Conference Room
Boston, MA
I.

Attendees
The Chair observed a quorum and began the meeting at 11:00 a.m. at One
Ashburton Place, 17th Floor, Boston, MA.
The following members/designees were present:
Rebecca S. Murray, Esq., Supervisor of Records - Designee of the Secretary of
the Commonwealth (Chair)
Shannon Sullivan, Esq. – Designee of Secretary of Public Safety and Security
Georgia K. Critsley, Esq., Intergovernmental Relations Senior Manager Designee of the Administrator of the Trial Court
Jessica Katon, Constituent Services Director - Designee of Sen. Richard J. Ross,
Designee of the Senate Minority Leader
Johannah Wakelin - designee of Sen. Joan B. Lovely - Designee of the Senate
President
Jeffrey J. Pyle, Esq., partner at Prince Lobel - Designee of the American Civil
Liberties Union of Massachusetts, Inc.
Robert J. Ambrogi, Esq., Executive Director – Designee of the Massachusetts
Newspaper Publishers Association
Randall E. Ravitz, Esq., Chief, Appeals Division - Designee of the Attorney
General
Captain Michael J. Lyver, President – Designee of the State Police
Commissioned Officers Association of Mass., Inc.
Bob Cutler, Town Clerk of Foxborough – Designee of the Massachusetts Town
Clerks Association
Robert C. Ross, Esq., General Counsel - Designee of the Secretary of
Administration and Finance
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Also present:
Michelle Bouchard – Public Records Division, Office of the Secretary of the
Commonwealth
Stephen Shorey, Esq. – Public Records Division, Office of the Secretary of the
Commonwealth
Michael Halpin, Esq. Chief Legal Counsel – Massachusetts State Police (MSP)
Absent:
Chief Thomas W. Fowler, Chief of Police for the Town of Salisbury – Designee
of the Chiefs of Police Association, Inc.
Sergeant Anthony Papandrea – Designee of the Massachusetts Coalition of
Police, Inc.
Rep. David T. Vieira - Designee of the House Minority Leader
Designee of the Massachusetts Municipal Association, Inc.
Designee of the Speaker of the House
II.

Approval of minutes of 9/28/17 meeting
Robert Ambrogi motioned to approve the minutes and Georgia Critsley seconded
the motion.
By voice vote, the minutes were unanimously approved.

III.

Introductory comments
Rebecca Murray generally discussed the agenda for the meeting, particularly the
goal of voting on the topics to include in the report and determining the process
for drafting it.

IV.

Discussion items: The working group shall file a report of its findings and
recommendations, along with any drafts of legislation necessary to carry those
recommendations into effect, with the clerks of the senate and house of
representatives not later than December 30, 2017.
Randall Ravitz stated the group needs to make it clear what the vote means. He
thinks the group should authorize the drafting of suggestions, then allow people
to vote later on the proposed suggestions.
Robert Ambrogi discussed legislation regarding 911 calls and the creation of
transcripts. He thinks the audio has value as well. He voiced his concern about a
pending bill requiring transcripts.
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Robert Ross asked whether any pending bills address the topics the group has
discussed and noted this is worth looking into. Jessica Katon said there are many
pending bills, so it is hard to say.
Jeffrey Pyle indicated he thinks the group should address the domestic violencerelated exemptions.
Rebecca Murray asked whether the Massachusetts State Police (MSP) should be
part of the daily log statute requirement. She noted it is important to keep the
exemptions in mind when looking at this issue.
1. Adding MSP to the log requirements of G. L. c. 41, § 98F
Jeffrey Pyle suggested authorizing a subgroup to look at including MSP in G. L. c.
41, § 98F.
Michael Halpin noted MSP impliedly adheres to this law so there may not be a
need to change it. However, he is not opposed to exploring this topic.
Jeffrey Pyle motioned to authorize the exploration of recommendations
and/or legislation regarding whether to add MSP to the log requirements
of G. L. c. 41, § 98F. Robert Ambrogi seconded the motion.
By voice vote, the members unanimously voted in favor of the proposal.
Randall Ravitz noted the need to harmonize this proposal with the Criminal
Offender Record Information (CORI) statutory provision about arrest logs being
considered public record.
Rebecca Murray indicated that if the log requirement is added to MSP, MSP
would need to provide the logs for free. She noted the group should consider
what chapter of the general laws this provision should be in, and also consider
whether to address fees as well.
Robert Ambrogi noted that with respect to pending bills, there is only one that
he is aware of, in addition to the 911 calls referenced earlier, and it is about
special police officers at private universities being subject to the Public Records
Law. He also referenced body camera legislation too, but noted it was not exactly
about public records.
2. Domestic violence exemptions
Jeffrey Pyle raised the issue of domestic violence exemptions. He referenced a
Boston Globe article pertaining to an incident in Worcester where a suspect’s
name was not released because the case involved domestic violence. He thinks
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this is a problem and that the public should be able to know who a perpetrator
is.
He also referenced Harvey Weinstein, social media, and his belief that the public
should be able to know who is committing these crimes. He asserted that no
examples had been provided that show how the current statute helps victims. He
proposed that the group explore removing domestic violence-related
exemptions from the log as well as the domestic violence incident report
exemptions. However, he noted he is fine keeping the exemption for sexual
assault reports.
Robert Ambrogi indicated these exemptions were adopted in 2014 after the
Remy case, and he also thinks it is important for the public to know about these
incidents. He noted that there have been past instances of public officials being
involved in these incidents.
Jeffrey Pyle noted that the 2014 legislation was part of a large anti-domestic
violence bill. He indicated that many legislators did not like these exemptions,
but could not vote against the overall bill.
Rebecca Murray explained there are three exemptions in G. L. c. 41, § 98F and
asked which ones the group should explore. Jeffery Pyle indicated he is fine
exploring whether to eliminate all exemptions in the log.
Randall Ravitz asked whether the goal is to just make the perpetrator publically
known or is there an interest in making the victim name available as well.
Jeffrey Pyle said that the log does not contain victim names, however, the
associated incident report may contain the name. He noted that other
exemptions could operate to redact victim names in these reports.
Robert Ross raised the topic of other identifying information, such as addresses,
that may be more difficult to redact.
Jeffrey Pyle indicted these determinations can be made on a case-by-case basis
and that the ordinary process for exemptions would work.
Robert Ross said that he assumes that legislators meant to protect confidential
victim information. He suggests that the group take a lot of care to protect
victims when drafting recommendations.
Robert Ambrogi referenced a survey that revealed Massachusetts is only state
that has this exemption as of 2015.
Robert Ross asked whether the legislature would be inclined to reverse a law
they adopted 3 years ago.
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Jeffrey Pyle noted that things have changed since then, for example the Harvey
Weinstein matter, and the culture could be different now about silence on these
issues.
Robert Ross indicated that there must be history of the exemption part of the
bill.
Jeffrey Pyle asserted that the legislation that proposed the exemption meant for
it to encourage reporting and prevent the victim from being embarrassed or
revealed by the partner’s name. He noted that not everyone agreed at the time
and that the group’s previous guest did not point to a specific example of
encouraging reporting.
The group agreed that there should be two separate votes pertaining to these
exemptions: one related to G. L. c. 41, § 98F and one related to the statute related
to domestic violence reports (G. L. c. 41, § 97D).
Jeffrey Pyle motioned to authorize the exploration of recommendations
and/or legislation regarding whether to remove the exemptions in G. L. c.
41, § 98F. Bob Cutler seconded the motion.
By voice vote, the members unanimously voted in favor of the proposal.
Shannon Sullivan asked about the scope of this group, specifically should the
group look at what is public now or what should fall under Exemption (f).
Jeffrey Pyle stated the group’s mandate is to look at law enforcement records
broadly, not just Exemption (f). Shannon Sullivan noted this interpretation is
broader than her understanding of it.
Jeffrey Pyle motioned to authorize the exploration of recommendations
and/or legislation regarding whether to remove the domestic violencerelated exemptions in G. L. c. 41, § 97D. Robert Ambrogi seconded the
motion.
By voice vote, the group voted in favor of the proposal. Jessica Katon voted
against the proposal.
3. CORI – initiation of criminal proceedings
Rebecca Murray raised the issue of CORI, and specifically asked whether the
group should look at defining the “initiation of criminal proceedings.”
Robert Ambrogi said this is the biggest issue related to CORI.
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Jeffrey Pyle motioned to authorize the exploration of recommendations
and/or legislation defining “initiation of criminal proceedings.” Robert
Ambrogi seconded the motion.
By voice vote, the members unanimously voted in favor of the proposal.
V.

Process for drafting report:
Rebecca Murray asked the group about the process for drafting the report.
Jeffrey Pyle noted it would be helpful to have something concrete. For example, if
there was a red-lined proposal, the group could look at it then vote on it.
Michael Halpin noted that if MSP received a large request for historical data, they
would still need to look at it for potential redactions and it could be onerous if
the log had to be provided for free. He said it would be good to have some
balance in this area.
Rebecca Murray suggested her office can prepare some proposals and
recommendations regarding the topics the group voted on, and then the group
can meet to discuss the draft.
Robert Ambrogi asked if her office has enough information to draft a report
related to the initiation of criminal proceedings. Rebecca Murray noted she could
use signing of criminal complaint as an option and could provide other options
too.
Randall Ravitz raised the issue of offenders’ ability to obtain CORI about others
relating to their case. He noted that especially in light of the legislature’s interest
in allowing offenders to re-integrate, it could be worthwhile to pursue a more
nuanced approach that takes into account obtaining CORI records about others
relating to their case.
Georgia Critsley noted there can be confusion about how to obtain one’s own
CORI information. She said there was consensus at the time of the drafting of the
law that one’s own report should come from DCJIS. She recommended having
law enforcement stakeholders involved in this conversation.
Rebecca Murray asked whether a record can be CORI if it is not with DCJIS and
noted that she is interested in a process that allows individuals to access their
own CORI.
Rebecca Murray reiterated that her office will draft options for the report for the
next meeting.

VI.

Closing comments:
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Rebecca Murray indicated she will inquire with the group about setting up the
next meeting.
Meeting adjourned at 11:48 AM
VII. Documents and Exhibits used at the meeting
Minutes from September 28, 2017 meeting
List of topics discussed at previous meetings
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Exemption (f) Working Group
Minutes for November 20, 2017 Meeting
One Ashburton Place, 17th Floor Conference Room
Boston, MA
I.

Attendees
The Chair observed a quorum and began the meeting at 1:06 p.m. at One
Ashburton Place, 17th Floor, Boston, MA.
The following members/designees were present:
Rebecca S. Murray, Esq., Supervisor of Records - Designee of the Secretary of
the Commonwealth (Chair)
Shannon Sullivan, Esq. – Designee of Secretary of Public Safety and Security
Georgia K. Critsley, Esq., Intergovernmental Relations Senior Manager Designee of the Administrator of the Trial Court
Sen. Joan B. Lovely - Designee of the Senate President
Jeffrey J. Pyle, Esq., partner at Prince Lobel - Designee of the American Civil
Liberties Union of Massachusetts, Inc.
Robert J. Ambrogi, Esq., Executive Director – Designee of the Massachusetts
Newspaper Publishers Association
Randall E. Ravitz, Esq., Chief, Appeals Division - Designee of the Attorney
General
Captain Michael J. Lyver, President – Designee of the State Police
Commissioned Officers Association of Mass., Inc.
Bob Cutler, Town Clerk of Foxborough – Designee of the Massachusetts Town
Clerks Association
Robert C. Ross, Esq., General Counsel - Designee of the Secretary of
Administration and Finance
Sergeant Anthony Papandrea – Designee of the Massachusetts Coalition of
Police, Inc.
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Also present:
Michelle Bouchard – Public Records Division, Office of the Secretary of the
Commonwealth
Stephen Shorey, Esq. – Public Records Division, Office of the Secretary of the
Commonwealth
Michael Halpin, Esq. – Chief Legal Counsel – Massachusetts State Police (MSP)
Lorraine Tarrow, Esq – Office of the Attorney General
Jon Cubetus – Office of the Attorney General
John Hawkinson – Cambridge Day
Johannah Wakelin – Office of Senator Joan B. Lovely
Absent:
Chief Thomas W. Fowler, Chief of Police for the Town of Salisbury – Designee
of the Chiefs of Police Association, Inc.
Rep. David T. Vieira - Designee of the House Minority Leader
Jessica Katon, Constituent Services Director - Designee of Sen. Richard J. Ross,
Designee of the Senate Minority Leader
Designee of the Massachusetts Municipal Association, Inc.
Designee of the Speaker of the House
II.

Approval of minutes of 10/20/17 meeting
Randall Ravitz and Georgia Critsley suggested certain changes to the minutes.
Robert Ambrogi motioned to approve the minutes with pen and ink changes and
Georgia Critsley seconded the motion.
By voice vote, the minutes were unanimously approved with pen and ink
changes.

III.

Introductory comments
Rebecca Murray generally discussed the agenda for the meeting, particularly the
goal of voting on the topics to include in the report.

IV.

Discussion items: The working group shall file a report of its findings and
recommendations, along with any drafts of legislation necessary to carry those
recommendations into effect, with the clerks of the senate and house of
representatives not later than December 30, 2017.
Rebecca Murray asked if the group thought there was consensus on any of the
topics addressed in the draft report.
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1. Adding MSP to the log requirements of G. L. c. 41, § 98F
Michael J. Lyver noted that he is not opposed to log idea, but expressed concern
about the fee issue because it can be labor intensive with a large historical
research request. He suggested maybe the no-fee provision could apply only
going forward.
Michael Halpin agreed about the fee issue. He and Jeffrey Pyle discussed
potential statutory language that could be satisfactory.
Michael Halpin and Robert Ross discussed whether there was a certain time
period for an effective date that would be less burdensome for MSP.
Robert Ross explained that he thinks it would be better to have a separate
statute for adding MSP to the log requirement rather than adding the language to
the current statute. He also noted the potential of having a “notwithstanding”
section to show when the law is effective.
Jeffrey Pyle and Shannon Sullivan discussed whether G. L. c. 41, § 98F is separate
from the Public Records Law. Ms. Sullivan explained the logs are currently
looked at under the Public Records Law. Jeffrey Pyle noted that municipalities
typically do not wait ten business days to produce these logs.
John Hawkinson noted that he thinks MSP should not be treated differently than
a large municipal police department. He thinks option 2 in the draft report is
preferable. Robert Ambrogi also asked why the MSP should be treated
differently.
Jeffrey Pyle indicated that MSP has not previously been required to keep the
daily log in a way to allow free access. He noted that he does not think the log
should be included under the Public Records Law and he thinks fees could be a
deterrent.
Rebecca Murray suggested that MSP provide proposed language to address the
issue of fees and effective dates and noted that the group will re-visit this topic
with potential language from MSP.
2. Domestic violence exemptions
Rebecca Murray discussed the options in the draft report regarding domestic
violence exemptions. She also noted there could be drafting-related problems
under option 2. She raised the issue of striking a balance between getting
information to the public but protecting victims at the same time.
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Randall Ravitz suggested other options, such as shielding the reason for the
arrest and releasing the name, or including a provision that the information shall
be shielded to the extent it would be reasonably used to identify the victim.
Robert Ambrogi indicated he favors option 1 in the draft report. He noted that
the public has strong interest in knowing this information and that the
opposition to this provision in 2014 was that it protected the identities of
perpetrators, for example repeat offenders or people of authority.
Robert Ross said he is guessing that the legislature concluded at the time that it
should protect victims and not exacerbate identifying victims.
Robert Ambrogi noted that the current law came out of the Remy case and that
not disclosing his name contributed to the tragic result.
Anthony Papandrea raised the idea of letting the victim have the option to have
the offender information released. He also noted he thinks the public should
know about these offenders.
Robert Ross said that since these charges are domestic violence related, by
definition, if the husband’s name is released, for example, the public would know
the wife is the victim.
Michael Lyver said he would like to see no change or further review and
explained that witnesses often ask if their name will be in the paper.
Georgia Critsley said that giving the victim the option to have offender
information released could put victim in difficult position.
Shannon Sullivan said that this issue could impact immigrant advocacy too and
could potentially hinder reporting.
Michael Halpin noted that determining whether these records are CORI is
important, so the CORI issue is important to resolve.
Robert Ambrogi explained that he could not find a state that exempts the
identities of the offender. He indicated there is no evidence or studies that there
is a need for it. Robert Ross noted the legislature needs to make this
determination, and it did so 3 years ago.
Jeffrey Pyle said that it is the group’s job to give its opinion on these matters. He
also said that in light of recent developments, there is especially a need to
publish this information instead of moving the problem underground. He said he
is fine with looking at options 1 and 2 in the draft report and is intrigued by the
idea to publish names referenced above.
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Randall Ravitz said there is a state agency called MOVA that deals with these
issues and asked if it is worth asking if they have evidence about these matters.
Senator Lovely and Shannon Sullivan expressed interest in hearing from MOVA.
Robert Ross proposed the idea of noting in the report that the current statute is
unique in the country. He also proposed amending option 3 to address why the
legislature acted this way and to explore potentially reconsidering this decision.
Robert Ambrogi said he thinks the group should make a hard and fast rule.
Senator Lovely noted that she thinks the purpose of this group is to make a
recommendation and it is important that it does so.
Rebecca Murray addressed the topic of domestic violence reports and asked if
there was any middle ground on this issue, or whether testimony from victim
groups would also be helpful in this context.
John Hawkinson suggested there should be a clear statement on either side as to
why certain topics were included or excluded from the report.
Rebecca Murray suggested putting the topic of domestic violence-related
exemptions on hold depending future input from other groups. She said she is
open to different groups and suggestions.
3. Criminal Offender Record Information (CORI) – initiation of criminal
proceedings
Jeffrey Pyle proposed language that includes signing of a criminal complaint or
the return of the indictment in the definition of the initiation of criminal
proceedings under CORI. Randall Ravitz noted he thinks this could work, if a
change happens.
Robert Ross and Rebecca Murray discussed the title of this group and potential
other titles that reference police records or law enforcement records.
Georgia Critsley said that having certain police reports not under CORI could be
internally inconsistent and create more confusion.
Rebecca Murray said that from the Supervisor of Records’ perspective, there
should be a line in the sand of what triggers CORI.
Jeffrey Pyle said he thinks option 1 of the draft report helps to bring clarity to
this issue. He also proposed the idea of inserting language in the CORI statute
that would say arrest reports and incident reports are not CORI, but still subject
to the other exemptions.
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Georgia Critsley said the purpose of CORI reform is to further enable re-entry
into society. She noted there are pending bills and that it is important to look at
the bigger picture and decide whether changes would thwart the purpose of it.
Rebecca Murray noted the daily log is already public and asked how it is worse
to release the report. Jeffrey Pyle also asked how publishing reports hurts CORI
reform, especially once the matter is in court. Michael Halpin said he thinks
when it is in MSP’s hands, it is CORI.
Randall Ravitz, Michael Lyver, and Michael Halpin discussed how an arrest
report can be made before or after a complaint or indictment.
Rebecca Murray suggested creating an option 3 that says arrest reports and
domestic violence reports are not CORI, but are subject to other exemptions. She
noted the group can continue discussions about this topic.
V.

Closing comments:
Rebecca Murray indicated she will inquire with the group about setting up the
next meeting and inviting guests.
Meeting adjourned at 2:24 p.m.

VI. Documents and Exhibits used at the meeting
Minutes from October 20, 2017 meeting
Meeting Notice for October 20, 2017 meeting
Section 19 of Chapter 121 of the Acts of 2016
Draft report
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Exemption (f) Working Group
Minutes for December 8, 2017 Meeting
One Ashburton Place, 17th Floor Conference Room
Boston, MA
I.

Attendees
The Chair observed a quorum and began the meeting at 11:02 a.m. at One
Ashburton Place, 17th Floor, Boston, MA.
The following members/designees were present:
Rebecca S. Murray, Esq., Supervisor of Records – Designee of the Secretary of the
Commonwealth (Chair)
Shannon Sullivan, Esq. – Designee of Secretary of Public Safety and Security
Georgia K. Critsley, Esq., Intergovernmental Relations Senior Manager –
Designee of the Administrator of the Trial Court
Randall E. Ravitz, Esq., Chief, Appeals Division – Designee of the Attorney
General
Captain Michael J. Lyver, President – Designee of the State Police Commissioned
Officers Association of Mass., Inc.
Dottie Powers – Town Clerk of Westwood – Designee of the Massachusetts Town
Clerks Association
Robert C. Ross, Esq., General Counsel – Designee of the Secretary of
Administration and Finance
Sergeant Anthony Papandrea – Designee of the Massachusetts Coalition of
Police, Inc.
Jessica Katon- Constituent Services Director – Designee of Sen. Richard J. Ross,
Designee of the Senate Minority Leader
Gavi Wolfe – Designee of the American Civil Liberties Union of Massachusetts,
Inc.
Sen. Joan B. Lovely – Designee of the Senate President (participated remotely)
Robert J. Ambrogi, Esq., Executive Director – Designee of the Massachusetts
Newspaper Publishers Association (participated remotely)
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Also present:
Tammy Mello – Executive Director, Governor’s Council To Address Sexual
Assault and Domestic Violence
Liam T. Lowney, Executive Director, Massachusetts Office for Victim Assistance
Michelle Bouchard – Public Records Division, Office of the Secretary of the
Commonwealth
Stephen Shorey, Esq. – Public Records Division, Office of the Secretary of the
Commonwealth
Lorraine Tarrow, Esq – Office of the Attorney General
Jon Cubetus – Office of the Attorney General
Emily Snyder – Office of the Attorney General
John Hawkinson – Cambridge Day
Johannah Wakelin – Office of Senator Joan B. Lovely
Absent:
Chief Thomas W. Fowler, Chief of Police for the Town of Salisbury – Designee of
the Chiefs of Police Association, Inc.
Rep. David T. Vieira – Designee of the House Minority Leader
Designee of the Massachusetts Municipal Association, Inc.
Designee of the Speaker of the House
II.

Introductory comments
Rebecca Murray generally discussed the agenda for the meeting, particularly the
participation of guests and the goal of voting on the topics to include in the
report.

III.

Voting procedure:
1. Remote Participation
A quorum of the body was physically present at the meeting and Rebecca
Murray announced that Joan Lovely and Robert Ambrogi would be attempting to
participate in this meeting remotely.
Michael Lyver motioned to approve remote participation. Robert Ross seconded
the motion. By voice vote, remote participation was approved.
2. Approval of Measures
Rebecca Murray confirmed with the group that approval of measures should
continue to be based on the votes of a majority of the members present.
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IV.

Approval of minutes of 11/20/17 meeting
Randall Ravitz motioned to approve the draft minutes for the November 20,
2017 meeting. Michael Lyver seconded the motion.
The following nine members voted in favor of approving the draft minutes:
Murray, Sullivan, Lovely, Ambrogi, Ravitz, Lyver, Ross, Papandrea, Katon.
No members voted against this motion.
The following two members abstained from voting: Wolfe, Powers.
Accordingly, the draft minutes of the November 20, 2017 meeting were
approved.

V.

Introduction of invited guests
Tammy Mello explained that the Council was established by Governor Baker in
2015 and there are members that represent many different perspectives. She
noted that a purpose of the Council is to oversee implementing the provisions of
the 2014 law.
With respect to the exemptions discussed by this group, she noted that the
Victim Rights Law Center has encouraged this group to reach out to them and
expressed concerns about removing the exemptions from disclosure for
domestic violence victims, particularly regarding its impact on the goal of having
victims report. She indicated that removing the exemptions could make victims
more susceptible to being identified.
Anthony Papandrea asked whether there are concerns about releasing
perpetrators’ names as well. Tammy Mello said there are concerns because these
are domestic violence related matters and that sharing the perpetrator’s name
could identify the victim too. She explained the same issues can arise with sexual
assault issues because a majority of those cases involve people that are familiar
with each other.
Tammy Mello also provided statistics related to the number of individuals that
experience these issues, as well as related restraining orders issued, but noted it
is difficult to measure the exemptions’ effectiveness. She noted that she wants to
convey that this group should ask who benefits from removal of the exemptions,
look at unintended consequences, and consider its ability to reach out to certain
victim rights groups.
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Robert Ambrogi noted he has not seen any reports or studies about the
unintended consequences regarding the lack of exemptions prior to the adoption
of this law, but asked Tammy if she was aware of any.
Tammy Mello said it was difficult to determine who would have called to report
if the exemptions were in place. She also expressed caution about focusing on
numbers, in part because an increase in calls may mean that victims are more
comfortable calling and that a reduction of calls does not always mean the
problem is getting better. She noted she is not aware of a study, but it would be
difficult to conduct such a study.
Robert Ambrogi referenced the Remy case and said at the time, there was a
concern that people were not aware of his propensity for violence, so if people
knew, they could have helped the victim.
Tammy Mello said that many people were aware of Remy’s propensity for
violence, but the issue was him being held accountable. She said she is also is on
the domestic violence homicide team and that a majority of the time people are
aware of the perpetrator’s behavior, but there is a need to educate bystanders.
She also discussed the topic of immigration and how, in the current political
climate, removing exemptions could impact the willingness to report. She said
she does not think removing exemptions accomplishes the goals of the group.
Liam Lowney explained the Massachusetts Office for Victim Assistance (MOVA)
is an independent state agency and is survivor-led. He noted that victim
confidentiality is paramount and this group’s discussion impacts more than just
domestic violence and sexual assault, but topics such as 911 calls and body
cameras as well. He indicated that victims are also witnesses, that the beginning
of the process is important because public knowledge can have an impact on the
victim and investigation, and that confidentiality impacts the victim’s experience
more broadly, not just the issue of reporting.
Randall Ravitz described his proposal to tie access to a determination of whether
disclosure would identify the victim.
Tammy Mello indicated that there is a misconception that perpetrators of
domestic violence are dangerous to everyone, but they usually have a pattern of
behavior focused on power and control. She also asked how this would help the
victim, especially because the perpetrator’s information is available at the court
when there is an indictment.
Liam Lowney said that consistency is key and it would be a problem if different
communities operate differently, which could happen if there is discretion to
release information. As a result, he indicated a clear rule is preferable.
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Anthony Papandrea indicated Massachusetts is the only state that protects the
perpetrator and that he thought there was a need to shed light on perpetrators.
He noted he is conflicted by protecting the perpetrator because law enforcement
should be protecting victims.
Liam Lowney and Tammy Mello agreed about accountability, but each noted that
confidentiality is still key and that the spotlight can make things more dangerous
for the victim. They remarked the goal is to hold perpetrators accountable in the
courtroom, which can be a challenge.
Robert Ambrogi indicated that eventually this information becomes public and
that the identity of the perpetrator should be available as soon as possible. He
said that no other state has this, he has not seen any reports about this, and
suggested the group may be insisting it is a problem, but it may not be.
Tammy Mello said that other states have not passed comprehensive domestic
violence legislation, so the group should not measure these issues based on what
other states are doing because this state is doing some things groups find
helpful.
Rebecca Murray referenced a news article shared with the group about
Connecticut law enforcement interpreting a new Connecticut state law to say
that the perpetrator’s name should not be disclosed in order to protect the
victim.
Randall Ravitz also noted that some states with similar provisions treat these
charges differently and referenced the uniform victim’s act.
Robert Ross noted this discussion is about the police log exemption and there
are other judicial ways for this information to be made public. He also asked who
enforces the violation if a police department violates the proposed legislation.
Anthony Papandrea said the intent of the officer could be a consideration.
Shannon Sullivan noted that bright line rules are very helpful because records
access officers may not always know what information would reveal the victim.
Tammy Mello indicated that the first outreach is key to plan for safety so
confidentiality is important at the beginning. She also said the Governor has
been planning a pilot for a law enforcement tool kit about these matters.
Gavi Wolfe noted that he thinks keeping information confidential can come at
the expense of the broader community.
Georgia Critsley explained that in the same domestic violence law, the
Legislature provided a 6 hour delay for the bond for the perpetrator, so the
legislature recognizes the importance of the beginning stages of these matters.
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Michael Lyver said he had to leave at 12:00 p.m. and that he is not in favor of
removing exemptions.
VI.

Discussion items: The working group shall file a report of its findings and
recommendations, along with any drafts of legislation necessary to carry those
recommendations into effect, with the clerks of the senate and house of
representatives not later than December 30, 2017.
Rebecca Murray proposed that the group try to have just one more meeting, and
that it narrow down the issues here, then have an up or down vote on the report
next meeting.
1. Adding MSP to the log requirements of G. L. c. 41, § 98F
Rebecca Murray raised the issue of adding an arrest log requirement to the
Massachusetts State Police (MSP).
Shannon Sullivan said MSP would prefer putting this requirement into its own
statute. The group discussed the draft legislation submitted by the Executive
Office of Public Safety and Security, including topics such as the effective date,
maintaining a separate log, assessing fees for in-person viewing and/or
producing a copy, and the need to redact portions of the log. Shannon Sullivan
indicated she will take these issues into consideration when drafting new
potential legislation.
Gavi Wolfe asked why the fee structure would be different than municipal
departments, especially for data created after the enactment of this proposal.
John Hawkinson noted that if MSP is required to provide this for free, there
would be an incentive to create a way to do it free.
The group did not vote on this topic, but will consider new proposed language in
the next meeting.
2. Domestic violence exemptions
a) Exemptions in arrest log statute
Rebecca Murray and Robert Ross discussed voting on the threshold question of
whether to recommend changing the exemptions. Robert Ambrogi noted his
concern about deferring action if the group decides to recommend further study.
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After some discussion, Robert Ross motioned that the working group not
recommend a legislative change to G.L. c. 41, § 98F. Shannon Sullivan
seconded the motion.
The following ten members voted in favor of approving this motion: Murray,
Papandrea, Katon, Critsley, Ravitz, Wolfe, Sullivan, Powers, Ross, Lovely
The following member voted against approving this motion: Ambrogi.
No members abstained from voting.
Accordingly, this motion carried.
Rebecca Murray motioned that the working group recommend the
legislature further study this matter. Robert Ross seconded the motion.
The following eight members voted in favor of approving this motion: Murray,
Katon, Ravitz, Wolfe, Sullivan, Ross, Lovely, Ambrogi
The following two members voted against approving this motion: Papandrea,
Powers
The following member abstained from voting: Critsley
Accordingly, this motion carried.
Robert Ambrogi left the meeting but described his position on the Criminal
Offender Record Information (CORI) matter, as discussed more fully below.
b) Exemptions within incident report statutes:
After some discussion, Robert Ross motioned that the working group not
recommend a legislative change to the exemptions related to reports of
abuse pertaining to household members, specifically G.L. c. 41, § 97D.
Shannon Sullivan seconded the motion.
The following ten members voted in favor of approving this motion: Murray,
Papandrea, Katon, Critsley, Ravitz, Wolfe, Sullivan, Powers, Ross, Lovely
No members voted against the motion or abstained from the vote.
Accordingly, this motion carried.
Rebecca Murray motioned that the working group recommend the
legislature further study this matter. Shannon Sullivan seconded the
motion.
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The following seven members voted in favor of approving this motion: Murray,
Katon, Ravitz, Wolfe, Sullivan, Ross, Lovely
The following two members voted against approving this motion: Papandrea,
Powers
The following member abstained from voting: Critsley
Accordingly, this motion carried.
3. Criminal Offender Record Information (CORI) – initiation of criminal
proceedings
Rebecca Murray summarized a recent court decision, Boston Globe Media
Partners, LLC v. Dept. of Criminal Justice Info. Servs. et al., Suffolk Sup. No. 151404-D (December 4, 2017), involving CORI.
Robert Ambrogi noted before he left that he favors Option 1 in the draft report
regarding the definition of the initiation of criminal proceedings and, in light of
the recent case, recommends referencing the indictment in the definition.
Robert Ross noted he expects to vote against any change for a few reasons
including the fact that there is currently pending legislation on this topic and the
need for more discussion, particularly with groups not heard from by this
working group.
Shannon Sullivan agreed and also noted time is needed to determine how to
proceed in light of the recent CORI decision.
Rebecca Murray agreed there are many questions in light of this decision.
Gavi Wolfe indicated there has been a lack of clarity regarding what is meant by
the initiation of criminal proceedings and it would be appropriate to recommend
a change. He noted he likes Robert Ambrogi’s suggestion related to Option 1.
Georgia Critsley noted the need to hear from other sides and that the issue may
be more complex than just the definition of the initiation of criminal
proceedings. She suggested there needs to be more exploration.
Robert Ross motioned that the working group not recommend inserting a
definition of criminal proceedings into chapter 6, section 167 of general
laws without further information. Shannon Sullivan seconded the motion.
The following nine members voted in favor of approving this motion: Murray,
Papandrea, Katon, Critsley, Ravitz, Sullivan, Powers, Ross, Lovely
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The following member voted against approving this motion: Wolfe
No members abstained from voting.
Accordingly, this motion carried.
Rebecca Murray motioned that the working group recommend the
legislature further study this matter. Robert Ross seconded the motion.
The following nine members voted in favor of approving this motion: Murray,
Papandrea, Katon, Ravitz, Wolfe, Sullivan, Powers, Ross, Lovely.
No members voted against approving this motion.
The following member abstained from voting: Critsley
Accordingly, this motion carried.
VII.

Closing comments:
Rebecca Murray indicated she will inquire with the group about setting up the
next meeting.
Meeting adjourned at 12:47 p.m.

VIII.

Documents and Exhibits used at the meeting
Meeting Notice for November 20, 2017 meeting
Minutes from November 20, 2017 meeting
Section 19 of Chapter 121 of the Acts of 2016
Proposed legislation regarding adding MSP to log requirement
Proposed legislation regarding domestic violence exemptions
Boston Globe Media Partners, LLC v. Dept. of Criminal Justice Info. Servs. et al.,
Suffolk Sup. No. 15-1404-D (December 4, 2017)
Report from the Governor’s Council to Address Sexual Assault and Domestic
Violence on the implementation of Chapter 260.
Articles regarding withholding the names of victims and perpetrators in
Connecticut
Article from Worcester Telegram & Gazette regarding the domestic violence
exemptions
Connecticut General Statutes § 54-86e
Draft report
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Exemption (f) Working Group
Minutes for December 19, 2017 Meeting
One Ashburton Place, 17th Floor Conference Room
Boston, MA
I.

Attendees
The Chair observed a quorum and began the meeting at 2:04 p.m. at One
Ashburton Place, 17th Floor, Boston, MA.
The following members/designees were present:
Rebecca S. Murray, Esq., Supervisor of Records - Designee of the Secretary of
the Commonwealth (Chair)
Shannon Sullivan, Esq. – Designee of Secretary of Public Safety and Security
Georgia K. Critsley, Esq., Intergovernmental Relations Senior Manager Designee of the Administrator of the Trial Court
Sen. Joan B. Lovely - Designee of the Senate President (participated by
phone)
Jeffrey J. Pyle, Esq., partner at Prince Lobel - Designee of the American Civil
Liberties Union of Massachusetts, Inc.
Randall E. Ravitz, Esq., Chief, Appeals Division - Designee of the Attorney
General
Captain Michael J. Lyver, President – Designee of the State Police
Commissioned Officers Association of Mass., Inc.
Bob Cutler, Town Clerk of Foxborough – Designee of the Massachusetts Town
Clerks Association
Robert C. Ross, Esq., General Counsel - Designee of the Secretary of
Administration and Finance
Chief Thomas W. Fowler, Chief of Police for the Town of Salisbury – Designee
of the Chiefs of Police Association, Inc.
Jessica Katon, Constituent Services Director - Designee of Sen. Richard J. Ross,
Designee of the Senate Minority Leader
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Also present:
Michelle Bouchard – Public Records Division, Office of the Secretary of the
Commonwealth
Stephen Shorey, Esq. – Public Records Division, Office of the Secretary of the
Commonwealth
Michael Halpin, Esq. – Chief Legal Counsel – Massachusetts State Police (MSP)
John Hawkinson – Cambridge Day
Johannah Wakelin – Office of the Senator Joan Lovely
Absent:
Robert J. Ambrogi, Esq., Executive Director – Designee of the Massachusetts
Newspaper Publishers Association
Sergeant Anthony Papandrea – Designee of the Massachusetts Coalition of
Police, Inc.
Rep. David T. Vieira - Designee of the House Minority Leader
Designee of the Massachusetts Municipal Association, Inc.
Designee of the Speaker of the House
II.

Approval of minutes of 12/8/17 meeting
Bob Cutler motioned to approve the minutes and Georgia Critsley seconded the
motion.
The following 9 members voted in favor of approving this motion: Murray,
Katon, Ravitz, Critsley, Sullivan, Lyver, Cutler, Ross, Lovely.
No members voted against approving this motion:
The following 2 members abstained from voting: Fowler, Pyle.
Accordingly, the minutes were approved.

III.

Introductory comments
Rebecca Murray generally discussed the agenda for the meeting, particularly the
goal of voting on the topics to include in the report and possible voting on the
minutes and final report.

IV.

Discussion items: The working group shall file a report of its findings and
recommendations, along with any drafts of legislation necessary to carry those
recommendations into effect, with the clerks of the senate and house of
representatives not later than December 30, 2017.
1. Adding MSP to the log requirements of G. L. c. 41, § 98F
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Shannon Sullivan discussed the most recent proposed legislation submitted
by the Executive Office of Public Safety and Security (EOPSS) that would
make arrest log information available in accordance with the provisions of
G.L. c. 66, § 10.
Rebecca Murray raised the issue of MSP maintaining separate logs to
maintain entries that are exempt under the statute while allowing public
access to non-exempt portions.
Shannon Sullivan indicated it would be a burden for MSP to create two logs,
especially since the information is eventually available elsewhere, and the
relatively few times an issue could arise from the lack of separate logs.
Michael Halpin explained MSP currently has a single entry system and that it
extracts data to get the public log. He noted that MSP then checks the log to
see if any entries were incorrectly entered and/or need redactions. He also
indicated that logistically maintaining a separate log would not make sense
for pragmatic reasons.
Rebecca Murray indicated she has an issue with the public status of records
being tied to resource concerns.
Rebecca Murray raised an issue that arises when there are arrests for
multiple charges and separate logs are not maintained. In particular, she
noted this issue arises when an individual is arrested if one of the charges is
exempt from disclosure it would result in a non-exempt offense being
withheld. She indicated that this could lead to discrepancies in disclosure
between MSP and municipal police departments. She noted that for policy
reasons, she has concerns about MSP not maintaining separate logs.
Jeffrey Pyle discussed issues related to making this log information available
under the Public Records Law, specifically the ten business day period to
provide the log, reduction of news value due to the delay, and the
discrepancy between MSP and municipal police departments.
Shannon Sullivan and Michael Halpin discussed how MSP currently provides
the log under the Public Records Law and that the logs are are usually
provided quickly.
Jeffrey Pyle noted he thinks MSP should have the same requirements as
municipalities, and provided statistics to compare MSP with large municipal
departments. He indicated he is against making these logs available in
accordance with the Public Records Law due to potential delays and fees.
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John Hawkinson noted that requirements to waive fees can lead to an
incentive to create efficient ways to produce records and that an update to
MSP’s system could accomplish this.
Rebecca Murray motioned to approve the legislation in option 2 in the
draft report which would create a statutory daily log requirement for
the MSP similar to that of the municipal police departments. Jeffrey Pyle
seconded it.
The following 5 members voted in favor of approving this motion: Murray,
Pyle, Ravitz, Cutler, Lovely.
The following 5 members voted against approving this motion: Sullivan,
Lyver, Ross, Katon, Fowler.
The following member abstained from voting: Critsley
Accordingly, this motion did not carry.
Rebecca Murray motioned that the working group recommend the
Legislature further study whether to subject MSP to the requirement
that it maintain a daily public arrest log and and if so, how the MSP
should be required to fulfill the requirement . Bob Cutler seconded it.
The following 10 members voted in favor of approving this motion: Murray,
Pyle, Katon, Ravitz, Fowler, Sullivan, Lyver, Cutler, Ross, Lovely.
No members voted against approving this motion.
The following member abstained from voting: Critsley.
Accordingly, this motion carried.
2. Approval of the content of the Final Report
Rebecca Murray motioned that the working group approve the content
of the final report with certain pen and ink changes, to submit to the
Legislature. Thomas Fowler seconded the motion.
The following 11 members voted in favor of approving this motion: Murray,
Pyle, Katon, Ravitz, Critsley, Fowler, Sullivan, Lyver, Cutler, Ross, Lovely.
No members voted against approving this motion or abstained from voting.
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Accordingly, this motion carried.
V.

Closing comments:
Rebecca Murray acknowledged the discussions of the group which highlighted
the areas in the law relating to the records of law enforcement agencies which
warrant closer examination. She thanked the members for their participation in
these discussions and for their time and effort.
Meeting adjourned at 2:24 p.m.

VI. Documents and Exhibits used at the meeting
Minutes from December 8, 2017 meeting
Meeting Notice for December 19, 2017 meeting
Section 19 of Chapter 121 of the Acts of 2016
Draft report
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